Approval Format/Certificate to The Brain Phenomena of Mr Ramesh P Thatte whom so ever it may concern
1.0 Approvers Name
Address—
-I know Mr Rameh P Thatte Uidai 578338730149-410222 BE M Tech Elect68 IIT Bombay Snehsadan Nishigandh CHS Near HIL Colony Rasayani
Area Po-Mohopada Tal-Khalapur Dist-Raigad Maharashtra India-410222 personally for the last
years
I am having soft copies of all the websites/cliklinks mentioned in this approval certificate.
I propose to approve a Real Brain2Brains communication phenomena about Mr Thatte The following details are provided for this purpose.
A.Schematic Presentation B.Practical Methods of Approval-PublicExperienceResponseComments C..NeurophysiologyElectrophysiology methods
developed since 1965 onwards D.Two Nos Electrophysiology Approval Tests conducted for verifying Capability of Mr Thattes stimulated brain to
Effect +ve VOLTAGE change into brains of other persons.Neuscientists,Ophthalmologists,ENT Specialists Electronics & Biomedical Engineers
can certify these tests.http://www.thatte.net/AAThattesBrainPhenomenaApprovalTest01dt20July2013.jpg VEP Based at Fortis Hospital Bangalore
http://www.thatte.net/AAThattesBrainPhenomenaApprovalTest02dt09Aug2013.jpg VEP Based at BrainCentre Vashi-17.
E.Publication in NavashaktiNov1978 & MarmikApril1979 supported by HOCL Engineers F.Five Nos Approval certificates by HOCL Engineers

Detail Description About the Proposed Approval as below

Mr Thatte's Brain Phenomena ie Mr Thattes Brain an Information TeleporterBroadcaster feeds
information into human brains via via "ThattesBrainEntanglementWithOtherHumanBrains
. http://www.thatte.net http://rpthatte.globalmarathi.com/index.htm rpthatte@gmail.com

1.1-Schematic Presentation of Phenomena --Mr Thatte's Brain as InfoTransmitter & Body functions like Brain Activities,Respiration Digestion Blood
Circulation Secretions are continuous for Lifelong ie without ON/OFF facility.Mr Thatte 'gets always noticed,can’t hide' among surrounding persons
|<-Thatte's Brain Exclusively->-I-<--Open to public,communication Engrs/scientists-->|
|<-Personal/Body Function>->--|--<-Politicians,IAS/IPS Officers,Media Persons etc-->--|
I Public query NOT Allowed ->-I
-Seen thr eyes->->->-[--City A--]->->->->-Information Goes Thr Air->->->->--[---City B---]
-------Light->-----[Thattes Brain-]->->->->-Seen Heard by Mr Thatte->->->-----[--Brains of-]
Heard thr ear--[OR Man Made-]->->->->-Talked Thought by Thatte->->->----[-People as--]
-- ---Sound---- [-Broadcaster---]->--Thatte'sBrainToBrainsEntanglement->-[Mail Boxes]
The Mail boxes inside human brains get opened(Due to trigger pulses OR Entanglement from Thattes Brain)when Mr Thatte is within five mtrs distance.
SIMILAR TO “The e-mails are stored in e-mail boxes of ISPs and are displayed on computer screen thr the use of ID and password.Mr Thatte's Presence
(Like Kasturimrug) is thus felt among surrounding PEOPLE at ALL places everywhere in world .A Man Made Teleporter Device can feed

Information into Intact human brains but with damaged Eye&Earss.This is SIMPLE Practical Approval TEST
Range Fixation-Information(Thatte's talks thoughts and actions on certain TOPICS during previous few days,weeks and month) transmitted by
Mr Thattes Brain at place say A Mumbai is retained in the memory part of brains of human beings at Place B say Pune Bangalore Mathura ie 750 kms
apart.Mr Thatte goes to place B and gets public verbal response thr comments/talks on "what Mr Thatte did at place" A say Mumbai.The distance
between"Sending And Receiving ends" say A to B fixes the range.Mr Thatte got responded,noted in China USA but without reference to
events in India.

2.1.0-Practical Methods of approval-PublicExperienceResponseComments etc
Mr Thatte have adopted initialy only Practical Methods Public Rresponse expressed in words at public places to Past Events
about Mr Thatte like work,eating,talking,reading,hearing etc even while in home"was taken as approval test
http://www.thatte.net/AAThattesBrainPhenomenaApprovalPublicExperienceResponse.html
Precautions –Medicos/Physicians,NOT familiar with Mr Thattes Brain Phenomena Political enemies of Mr Thatte may give wrong
impression Medical Diadgostic Devices Capabilities are INADEQUATE to RETRIEVE/Verify Information received “thr five
organs,Skull”and stored inside Human Brain.Therefore their own brain experiences is correct opinion.Honest Intelligent
Practical “attitude is a MUST.External Information "Experienced,sensed,witnessed" by Human Beings thr all senses like
Hearing,Seeing,Smell,Taste,Touch and SixthSense and approved thr statements. Following are few methods suggested
2.1.1.-Mr Thattes Silent Communication for few hours days in offices work places, libraries etc.
Initially Mr XYZ’s brain will not be able to distinguish between a)Information Transmitted by Mr Thatte's brain VERSES
b)Thoughts coming to Mr XYZ's mind through his own thinking .Mr XYZ will be able to distinguish between these two,
provided Mr.Thatte's brain tries to transmit wrong information about him as below
Mr Thatte & Mr XYZ are sitting in a library facing each other.Mr Thatte tries to think continuously as following
a].Mr XYZ at present is in mental asylum.b].Mr XYZ is 120 years old.c].Mr XYZ died 3 years ago.d].Mr XYZ is in NASA's Space
shuttle.e]Mr XYZ is swimming in Arabian sea.f]Mr XYZ is playing football.g].Mr XYZ is speaking at public meeting.
Mr XYZ can’t think about himself as above & may accept it as Mr Thatte’s Brain had fed,forced it into his brain

2.12

Mr Thattes Silent Presence noted/commented by surrounding crowd &Approved by VerifyingTeam

Verifying Team Accompanies Mr.Thatte at crowded places like roads,big malls hotels public offices buses and bus stops,railway stations &
compartments,theatres,melas etc in cities & watches the public response,talks,comments onMr Thatte These comments will be related to
Information transmitted by Mr.Thatte's brain and stored in people's brains at long distances during previous two three days weeks etc
This method also APPROVE the RANGE of Information transmission from Mr Thattes Brain

2.1.3.- Verification Team Approval of Mr Thatte's Acts,Deeds Meetings etc at outstations
Mr Thatte alone goes out to say Mumbai Panvel Dombiwali Pune etc and meets/visits/talks/discuss etc with some persons
Afterwards Mr Thattes return back to Rasayani.The Verification Team ,Rasayani people etc comment upon Mr Thattes
meetings,visits,talks,discussions etc during outstation stay.Mr Thattes Brain transmission has fed this information already
thr space into brains of Rasayani people.
2.1.4.Mr Thattes Talks in Closed Room & Public Comments at crowded roads places malls
A. Mr Thatte have discussed some old days events with Mr XYZ in a closed room.After that both go together for a walk on
crowded roads/place.People's voluntary comments upon the events discussed in closed room" is noted by Mr XYZ & he
approves the phenomena AND/OR
B.Mr Thatte visits Mr XYZ.Then Mr Thatte then goes away for doing 10-12 important events in 15 minutes,comes back and
visits MrXYZ again.Mr XYZ will be able to identify himself about what Mr Thatte has done during that period. AND/OR
2.1.5. Mr Thatte's Broadcasting during Public Election Period
Public speeches and meetings are banned for last 48 hrs.of voting period. But Mr Thatte can do propoganda work thr
Communication Broadcaster NO legal action is found possible.
2.1.6-Deaf & Dumb Persons responses to Mr Thattes Brain Transmission .Mr Thatte talks with 3-4 persons on simple topic
understood by deaf person.Deaf person sits 4-5 feet away but separed by cloth curtain & unable to see lip movements of
these 3-4 persons.The deaf persons response by writing or lip movements about talk is a proof of this phenomena.This
information transfer is from Mr Thattes brain into the skull of DEAF person
2.1.7.Organisations based in Mumbai/Pune area can verify the phenomenon through their reporters, informers,private
detectives,social and political leaders,CID,CBI,Central Intelligence Agency,KGB,MOSAD,FIB of USA etc

3.1.0-Neurophysiology& Electrophysiology fMRI BOLD Tests Methods of approval

Important-Reasons for such long delay for above testsMr Thatte have quoted/added "several relevant research papers"in this web page.Internet and search engines was the only source available from 2000
onwards.Majority of the papers are related to USA NeuroScientists These papers were not published in Indian newspapers in English regional
languages.I have NOT found any suitable research paper from websites of Nimhans. The Brain2BrainsInformationTransfer Research conducted in USA
from 1965 onwards (ie NeuroPhysiologyResearch) might Not have been part of MD-NeurologyPhysiologyPsychiatry Syllabus of Bombay Pune Bangalore
Universities And/Or Not required in professional practice.Mr Thattes approach to Neuro Physicians from 1972 to 2013 is proved USELESS for knowing

anything about these clinical trials This

has caused 45 Years Backlog for APPROVAL of Brain Phenomena

3.2.0 DuaneTD have conducted(NIH USA Funded) Clinical Trials in1965.AlphaWavesRecordings Of(EyeBlinkStimulatedPerson A& NON Stimulated
Persons B located in separate Rooms) was carried for verifying "Extrasensory ElectroEncephaloGraphic Induction between Identical Twins” Dr Duane
TD team have verified 'The illness or Trauma in one of a pair of identical twins affects the other,even though the twins are far apart and each is
unaware of the situation affecting the other."The electrophysical tests indicates capability of Person A to Effect Voltage Change in the brain of
person B. USA Neuroscientist have thus played their role of approval and firmly stood for it. Classical Physics approval based upon "BrainWaves
of approx 50 microvolts" ie EM waves was IMPOSSIBLE. Medical professional can not artificially grow any human.Human Science phenomena
naturally developed must be investigated with Honest Intelligent Practical & fact finding attitude”.USA NeuroScientists have adopted
ElectrophysiologyTest approach for Identification Verification Approval aswell Theoretical approach. USA Neuroscientists have never
considered themselves as "Father of Bramhadeva http://j-node.homeip.net/wfb/research%20archive/psi/duane_science_1965.pdf
http://www.papimi.gr/twins.jpg
3.3.1 Grinberg-Zylberbaum et el have conducted Clinical Trials during 1978-88 thr FaradeyChamber&VEP Recordings of a stimulated personA &
Induced/Transferred Potentials of a NON stimulated person B for verifying B2B Neural Information Transfer.The VEP facility is being used for stimulating
Mr Thatte'sBrain & for Recording developed voltages in NON Stimulated person's Brain within ten ft distance.The BAEP facility is useful.
J. Grinberg‐Zylberbaum1, M. Delaflor1, L. Attie1(All three Medical Professionls), A. Goswami(PhD in Physics) published a Pioneering paper in 1994
"Evidence for Quantum Brain Fluctuations. This is a approval of Medical & Quantum Physics professionals for Brain2Brains information transfer.Thus
USA Neuroscientist have approved thr Electrophysiology Tests.The theoretical explaination for Brain2Brains Information Transfer was left to
quantum physicistss Let Indian Neuroscientist please follow this practice http://www.amitgoswami.org
http://w2.eff.org/Net_culture/Consciousness/the_quantum_brain.article http://www.thatte.net/QTTeleportationOfInformation.html

3.3.2-NeuroquantologyApproach-An Interdesciplinary Journal of Neuroscience and Quantum Physics.
http://www.neuroquantology.com http://www.thatte.net/NQ2012EditorNeuroQuantologyJournalTenYears.pdf
4.1.1 The Phenomena was publisshed by Late Mr Purushottam R Behere in Navashakti Nov1978.& by Late Mr Pramod Navalkar Shivsena MLA in
Marmik Apri l1979. http://www.thatte.net/ThatteBehereNavashaktiNov1978.jpg http://www.thatte.net/ThatteNavalkarMarmik01Apr1979.jpg
4.1.2 Late Mr T A Swaminathan B Tech(Chem),Ex CMD of HOCL during 1975-77, had strongly supported my phenomena & wished to refer for CISR
Research.Mr Thatte’s Engineer friends of HOCL ie Mr Bhate,Mr Raje,Mr Anchawale,Mr Shende,Mr Bhadani,Mr Madhavan,Mr Patels,Mr Patil &Twenty Five
others have signed an Appeal for publishing in above two papers.Approval Certificates by Mr G G Raje M Tech,Late Mr S B Anchawale B E,Mr Rajesh
Shende B Tech Mr I A Patel,Late Mr J G Patel (all Hocl Employees) have Signed Approval Certificates for my brain phenomena during years1980-81

http://www.thatte.net/ACThattesBrainPhenomenaApproval01 By Mr GIRISH G RAJE.JPG
5.1.1 BastyrUni and NIH USA have conducted ClinicalTrials during 2004-06 with ''LightStimulated Person A 20' feet away AND non stimulated Person
B inside fMRI for BOLD test for verifying B2Bs Neural Info Transfer.The fMRI facility with all functions is available at one or two Diagnostic Centres
Hospitals in Pune Mumbai Bangaluru without "light stimulation checker board "This is delaying theTest based upon fMRI &BOLD method.
6.1.1- Biological Teleportation –i) http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Skeggs_05.pdf SpontaneousBiologicalTelepoertation by TGSkeggs
ii) http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/1012/1012.5166v1.pdf Montagnier NobelScientist-DNA's NewProperty & Induced EMwaves in water dilutions.
http://www.thatte.net/BT2005NoreDNACommunicaverse.pdf http://indigosociety.com/showthread.php?52185-DNA-communicates-in-the-universe
7.1.0-TeleportationPhysicists are requested i)Approval of the Phenomena ii)Develope means of breaking Brain2Brains Entanglements for
giving relief to Mr Thatte iii)Develope a TeleporterDevice for relief to Deaf &Blind Persons.
7.1.1-Identification of sub atomic particle quark subquark etc related to” Mr ThattesBrainPhenomena ie BiologicalTeleportation”may be
MOST important for Development of TeleporterDevice.The study by Neurobiologists&TeleporterPhysicists might be useful in this respect.

I Approve the Phenomena
Sign
Mr

Thanks to Approver & Thanks & Permission to Approvers
for Publishing this cert w/o Changes
Sign
Mr Ramesh Pandurang Thatte

